
Using TheoreTical research 
To creaTe solUTions for Today



information system Technologies, inc. (isTi) was 
established in 1998 to develop enabling and breakthrough 
technologies for high-impact applications in defense, 
industrial and medical areas. 



ISTI’s research and product development focus 
is on advancing digital signal / image processing, 
target detection, classification and localization, 
and information retrieval and machine learning 
technologies. ISTI has developed novel solutions 
for adaptive classification and identification of 
proud or buried underwater objects for mine 
countermeasure (MCM) in varying environmental 
or operating conditions using sonar imagery. 
ISTI is also pioneering the development and 
commercialization of low-cost, low-powered 
distributed sensor networks for defense and 
commercial applications such as locating 
gunshots, locating impact sites of explosively 
formed projectiles (EFPs), tracking unmanned 
aerial vehicles (UAVs), traffic monitoring, 
personnel tracking and security systems. 



core compeTencies
Over the past 12 years, ISTI has developed competencies throughout all phases 
of the product development process. Core competencies include:

»  Digital Signal / Image Processing and Data Compression Algorithm 
Development

»  Acoustic, Sonar, Seismic, Visible / Infrared Signal Processing for Event 
Detection, Classification, Localization and Tracking

» Wireless Sensor Networking and System Management
» Embedded Electronics and Firmware Development 
» Sensor System Integration of Hardware, Software and Middleware

core advanTage
ISTI’s theoretical and experimental research efforts have led to the development 
and transitioning of algorithms and software for adaptive detection and 
classification of underwater targets to the Naval Surface Warfare Center-
Panama City. ISTI has also developed and transitioned a suite of smart, distributed 
sensor network solutions, comprised of both hardware and software, to the U.S. 
Army for use in various applications. ISTI’s work has led to two pending US 
patent filings and to the identification of potential markets for commercialized 
products in surveillance, security and traffic monitoring.

ISTI’s flexible and customizable solutions were designed to the demanding 
specifications of military users alongside the low cost, low power and 
scalability requirements of commercial users. The benefits of ISTI’s distributed 
sensor network solutions include performance accuracy in real-time detection, 
localization and classification of various sources of interest such as ground 
and airborne vehicles, personnel, and gunshots, as well as multi-sensing 
capabilities, all while operating with low false alarm rates.



parTners
government
»  The U.S. National Park Service (NPS) and ISTI intend to utilize ISTI acoustic sensor 

nodes for noise monitoring and source tracking in national parks.
»  The National Wildlife Research Center-USDA and ISTI plan to develop algorithms 

using ISTI sensor nodes for a species-specific animal recognition system.

Universities
»  Colorado State University, Vanderbilt University, Budapest University of Technology 

and Economics have collaborated with ISTI on several joint projects. 

www.infsyst.com



Us navy solUTions 
adaptive Target recognition system for mcm 
Automatic target detection and recognition systems in use to date are globally 
pre-configured with little or no in-situ adaptation capability, leading to poor 
performance when new environments or operating conditions are encountered. 
Human operators, however, outperform these systems in moderate and difficult 
environments due to human proficiency in incorporating in-situ information and 
context. Thus, it is desirable to develop target detection and recognition systems 
capable of adapting parameters in-situ to the changes in the environments to 
mimic human operators’ performance. 

ISTI’s adaptable target detection and classification system for sonar imagery 
can learn in-situ from expert operators’ feedback in order to yield better accuracy 
and flexibility in making decisions in new environmental and operating conditions. 

ISTI’s adaptive target recognition system offers: (a) flexibility to learn 
new patterns in new environments, without jeopardizing previous training, 
hence allowing for life-long in-situ learning, (b) image retrieval ability to 
facilitate interaction with expert operators, (c) robust decision-making rules 
for unsupervised sample selection, and (d) ability to incorporate operators’ 
proficiency and confidence in target identification scoring.



Us army solUTions

multi-sensor system suite for forward operating Bases (foBs)
ISTI’s system for defending Forward Operating Bases (FOBs) incorporates 
acoustic and IR sensor types to effectively identify and respond to new and 
evolving threats facing war fighters in conflict zones. The multi-sensory system 
provides accuracy of threat detection and localization. In addition to locating 
the origin of gunshots, rockets and mortar fires with false alarm rejection 
capability, ISTI’s integrated system can also accurately track small airborne 
and ground moving vehicles. The system is robust to sensor node loss and is 
easy to deploy in various operating environments. The user-interface console 
allows for complete control over the deployed sensor network and enables 
users to monitor the azimuth and elevation angles to the targets in real-time. 

Traffic monitoring and security system
ISTI offers a versatile, scalable and easy to use distributed multi-sensor network 
development platform for high fidelity data acquisition. The system supports 
multiple sensing types including acoustic, seismic, visible / IR, and scanning 
lasers and provides uninterrupted and accurate tracking and monitoring of 
targets such as ground vehicles and personnel in a surveillance area. Key 
benefits are: (i) day / night operational capability and surveillance without 
blind spots, (ii) 360 degrees field-of-view in a large coverage area, (iii) tracking 
multiple closely spaced targets, (iv) threat classification, and (v) automatic alert 
generation. The system can be used in applications such as traffic monitoring, 
intrusion detection, border control, airport runway collision and incursion 
avoidance, as well as perimeter security.
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